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 "Unison" Mauro Lucchese This collection was designed to emulate the style of classic guitar recordings. Music on this album
comes from many areas, including classical, Celtic, Cajun, New Orleans R&B, and German music. Mauro Lucchese has been

writing music since he was a teenager. He's been featured in the Paste Magazine's "31 New Artists to Watch" list twice, in 2010
and 2012. Since then he has released a few albums, played on several others, and toured the country in support of these efforts.
These tracks are ready for your favorite player. "Guitar Mind" This is the perfect recording for someone who wants to get into
an intimate, lyrical style of playing. Play the melody like a vocalist, play the rhythm with ease, and bend and wail on your guitar

like a bluesman. The combination of soft, subtle, and rich chords, the textural bass lines, and the heavy pick work create a
harmonious, soulful sound. "Old Time Underground" It's another great collection of music, created in homage to the songs of
the era. Choose from a long list of originals or one of the many covers, with instrumentation such as acoustic guitars, electric

guitars, banjos, mandolins, and acoustic bass. "Classic Trance" Get ready to make some magic on your guitar. These are classic
trance, vaporwave, and glitch tracks that are sure to have a place on your playlist. "Nocturne: Post-Trance" This is a great

collection for someone who wants to be immersed in music that has a deep, atmospheric effect. Very atmospheric and ethereal,
this collection of songs has a captivating, otherworldly quality to it. "Trapeze: Space Trance" Here you can experience some of
the heavy, ethereal, head-banging music that everyone loves. Whether you are a fan of The Prodigy or Daft Punk, you'll find

tracks here that have an otherworldly, grandiose quality to them. "One Planet: Progressive Trance" This is a journey through an
underwater world of dreamy, floaty, cosmic sounds. It's like nothing you've ever heard, but it's a journey you'll love! "That One

Song: Uplifting Trance" This collection of modern 82157476af
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